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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You need to apply the Design Package to all of the required
sites.
How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the
appropriate code segments to the correct location or locations
in the answer area. Each code segment may be used once, more
than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement accurately describes Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Load Balancer integration with OCI
Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE)?
A. OCI Load Balancer instance provisioning is triggered by OCI
Events service for each Kubernetes service with LoadBalancer
type in the YAML configuration.
B. OKE service provisions a single OCI Load Balancer instance
shared with all the Kubernetes services with LoadBalancer type
in the YAML configuration.
C. OKE service provisions an OCI Load Balancer instance for
each Kubernetes service with LoadBalancer type in the YAML
configuration.
D. OCI Load Balancer instance must be manually provisioned for
each Kubernetes service that requires traffic balancing.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. local4
B. local5
C. local7
D. local6
Answer: C
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